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Abstract. Both KdV theory and the standard pseudopotential theory require that solitons and
double layers be explicitly super-acoustic, with the pseudopotential y(f ;M) having a maximum
at the origin. Recent studies of a variety of different three-component plasmas have shown that they
may support finite amplitude solitons at the true acoustic speed of the plasma configuration, Ms.
These are associated with triple roots of the Sagdeev potential, and the usual soliton condition is
replaced by y 00(0;M) 0. Sagdeev potentials for speeds marginally greater than Ms then represent
solitons of both polarities, one whose amplitude vanishes at Ms (KdV-like), while the other is
necessarily finite at Ms (‘nonKdV-like’). Such coexistence regions have been observed to be linked
to a critical plasma compositional parameter value for which y 000(0;Ms) = 0.
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INTRODUCTION
There are many records of satellite observations of nonlinear solitary electrostatic struc-
tures, for instance, Refs. [1, 2, 3]. These may typically show a ‘spiky’ or a bipolar
electric field structure. The former is characteristic of a ‘kink’ in potential, which is
associated with adjacent layers of opposite charge, hence called a double layer (DL),
while the latter represents a solitary wave (often loosely called a soliton) in the elec-
trostatic potential. Weakly nonlinear solitary waves and double layers are often studied
using Reductive Perturbation Theory (RPT), which is equivalent to an expansion in the
electrostatic potential f . This yields an evolution equation for f , the Korteweg-de Vries
(KdV) equation, of the form [4]
df
dt
+Af
df
dx
+B
d3f
dx 3
= 0: (1)
The coefficients A and B are dependent on the equilibrium parameter values of the
plasma model. Assuming a solitary structure that propagates unchanged at a normalized
speed M, one obtains the usual solution of the KdV equation, which may be expressed
in the laboratory frame as [5]
f(x; t) =
3 dM
A
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"
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4B
1=2
(x Mt)
#
; (2)
where dM =M Ms > 0 is the increment of the normalized speed of the propagating
nonlinear structure over the acoustic speed, Ms. From this one can deduce some of the
characteristics of the KdV model, viz.,
(i) The amplitude of a KdV soliton is proportional to (M Ms).
(ii) It vanishes for M =Ms, and hence KdV solitons are explicitly super-acoustic.
(iii) The polarity of the KdV soliton has the same sign as A, i.e., for a specific choice of
parameter values the expression can only yield one solution.
Hence KdV theory cannot explain situations where the plasma can support solitons of
either polarity, as have been found by numerous authors, for instance, Refs. [6, 7, 8].
As opposed to the weakly nonlinear KdV model, the Sagdeev (pseudo)potential
treatment [9] is fully nonlinear: it is sometimes called an arbitrary amplitude study. One
sets up a multifluid description in the frame co-moving with the nonlinear electrostatic
structure. Integration of Poisson’s equation then yields [9]
1
2

df
dx
2
+y(f ;M) = 0: (3)
This equation is akin to an energy integral for a particle of unit mass in a potential well,
1
2

dx
dt
2
+V (x) = 0: (4)
We thus see that the Sagdeev (pseudo)potentialy(f ;M), the electrostatic potential f and
the displacement x are mathematically equivalent to the potential V , the displacement
x, and time t in the analogous mechanical equation. Following on from that, one can
show that y must form a potential well for the resultant function to represent a soliton
or double layer. We should point out that the Sagdeev approach does not allow one to
confirm the characteristic behaviour of a soliton, viz., that in a soliton collision, the two
structures pass through each other without being affected. Nevertheless, we shall, as is
commonly done in the literature, use the term ‘soliton’ loosely for the solitary waves
that are found. We also note that, like the KdV coefficients, y(f ;M) is a function also
of the compositional parameters of the plasma.
For the existence of solitons, some conditions have to be satisfied by the pseudopo-
tential, viz.,
(i) y(0;M) = 0, for undisturbed conditions for x !¥, and
(ii) y 0(0;M) = 0 represents overall charge neutrality of the equilibrium. Here primes
represent derivatives of y(f ;M) with respect to f .
In the standard pseudopotential approach, the final solitary wave requirement is
(iii) y 00(0;M)< 0. Thus f = 0 is a local maximum of y(f ;M), i.e., the origin f = 0
is an unstable point. One notes that the acoustic speedM =Ms can be shown to be given
by y 00(0;Ms) = 0. Hence in the standard Sagdeev approach, too, the nonlinear solitary
structures are truly super-acoustic, i.e., M > Ms, and no solitons exist at the (linear)
acoustic speed itself.
RECENT RESULTS
Contrary to common beliefs, recent studies of a number of physically very different
three-component plasmas have yielded finite solitons and double layers at the actual
acoustic speed of the plasma configuration [10, 11, 12, 13].
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FIGURE 1. Pseudopotential plot (Left Panel) and associated soliton potential profile (Right Panel)
for dust ion acoustic solitons at the acoustic speed, M = Ms ' 0:835, for f = Ne0=Ni0 = 0:5, with
y 000(0;Ms)< 0 (positive ‘nonKdV-like’ soliton). Figures reprinted from Ref. [11] with permission.
As they do not satisfy the KdV requirement, f ! 0 for M ! Ms, we call these
structures ‘nonKdV-like’ solitons and double layers [11, 13], where we are again using
the term soliton loosely. These nonKdV-like solitons are associated with ‘one-sided’
pseudopotential wells at M = Ms, where y 00(0;M) = 0. The origin is then a triple root
of the Sagdeev potential at M = Ms, and the third derivative y 000(0;Ms) provides the
required convexity, i.e., for y 000(0;Ms) < (>)0, the origin (f = 0) is ‘unstable’ for
f > (<)0 at M = Ms. Although such one-sided wells have in practice been found to
yield solitons propagating atM =Ms, we should point out that that does not necessarily
follow, as in principle the y curve could break down for some physical reason before
yielding a root.
In this section we shall use illustrative examples from Ref. [11], in which we have
studied dust ion acoustic (DIA) solitons in a plasma composed of mobile dust (generally
with negative charge), adiabatic fluid ions and kappa-distributed electrons. The kappa
velocity or energy distribution is frequently encountered in space physics and is used to
fit distributions that have a non-Maxwellian tail, with spectral index k ! ¥ yielding a
Maxwellian [14, 15]. An example of a one-sided pseudopotential well at the acoustic
speed is shown in Fig. 1, together with the associated finite electrostatic soliton.
Arising from the existence of finite solitons at the acoustic speed, it follows that the
‘Sagdeev soliton requirement’ should be written as y 00(0;M)  0, rather than in the
usual form, y 00(0;M) < 0.
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FIGURE 2. Pseudopotential plots for DIA solitons at f = 0:5, with (Left Panel) M = Ms+ 0:0023
(y 00(0;M) < 0; negative ‘KdV-like’ soliton added), and (Right Panel) M = Ms  0:0001 (y has no
potential well when M <Ms and y 00(0;M)> 0). Figures reprinted from Ref. [11] with permission.
From Fig. 1 we note that y 000(0;Ms)< 0, and that the associated nonKdV-like soliton
has positive polarity. In general, one can show that, for M >Ms, KdV-like solitons have
the same sign as y 000(0;Ms), and if they exist, the nonKdV-like solitons have the opposite
sign to y 000(0;Ms): see Fig. 2 (left panel). This seems to be characteristic for solitons of
both polarities occurring in a given plasma configuration, in what is sometimes called the
‘coexistence’ region of parameter space. Indeed, one can prove that, if a finite amplitude
soliton is found to exist at the acoustic speed,Ms, for a given plasma configuration, then
Sagdeev potentials for M marginally above Ms will yield solitons of both polarities. A
detailed proof will be given elsewhere. Fig. 2 (right panel) also shows that, as expected,
there is no soliton for M marginally below Ms, confirming that our results are not
numerical artifacts.
We turn next to consideration of a special (critical) composition of the plasma. Choos-
ing a fixed value of other plasma variables, the typical plasma composition parameter
that we vary is most often f , the fractional density of one of the two species having a
common charge sign. In the case of Ref. [11], we have, for a start, kept k and other phys-
ical variables fixed, and varied the fractional equilibrium electron density f = Ne0=Ni0.
In our studies we have also on occasion varied other important plasma variables. One
can find one or more critical values fc by solving the equation, y 000(0;Ms) = 0. This
is equivalent to a choice of parameter values and Mach number that at f = 0 yields a
quadruple root
y(0;M) = 0;y 0(0;M) = 0;y 00(0;M) = 0;y 000(0;M) = 0: (5)
Using the KdV approach, one can show that A= 0 yields a critical plasma composition
at which the soliton changes sign (see Eq. [2]), that coincides with this value f = fc. As
a result, it follows that the KdV-like solitons found here change polarity at fc. In fact,
we will show later that, if they exist, the nonKdV-like solitons also change sign at the
critical compositional parameter value fc.
The left panel of Fig. 3 shows that nonKdV-like positive solitons are found for
fp < f = 0:5 < fc ' 0:52 for a fixed spectral index value k = 2, where fp is the
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FIGURE 3. Plot of fm vs M=Ms for positive DIA solitons for (Left Panel) different f in the range
( fp; fn); and (Right Panel) for different k . Note the finite positive solitons atM =Ms for f = 0:5< fc '
0:52 (Left), and for k = 2, but not for k  4 (Right). Figures reprinted from Ref. [11] with permission.
lower cutoff in f for the existence of positive solitons. In the figure fn represents the
upper f -limit for negative solitons. In the right panel of Fig. 3 we choose a fixed value
of electron density, f = 0:5, and consider different values of k . In this case, one sees
that positive solitons have finite amplitude at the acoustic speed for k = 2, but not for
k  4. So clearly, for f = 0:5, there is a critical value of k , such that 2 < kc < 4. Thus
we see that for fixed k , the critical compositional variable is f , while for fixed f , the
existence of nonKdV-like solitons depends on the value of k . The parameter space is
multi-dimensional, and the critical parameter values are embedded in such a hyperspace.
In the cases that we have studied, we have found that if there is a region of coexistence,
then one of the critical values fc lies either within the coexistence region, or at its edge.
Whether only one of these occurs, or both, appears to depend on the details of the model,
the assumptions, and the choices of parameter values.
Although obviously the amplitude of a nonKdV-like soliton exceeds that of the KdV-
like soliton close to M = Ms, that does not necessarily hold for larger M, where the
KdV-like soliton amplitude may be larger than that of the nonKdV-like structure.
OVERVIEW OF PHYSICAL MODELS
In studying solitary structures propagating in multi-species plasmas, one may define
plasma components as being subsonic, i.e., the structure speed is less than the species’
thermal speed, V < vth; j (the species has a ‘high’ thermal speed), or supersonic (V >
vth; j), i.e., having a ‘low’ thermal speed [16]. For such nonlinear structures to exist,
one needs to have at least one subsonic and at least one supersonic species [16]. Three-
component models can be classified according to the number of subsonic and supersonic
species, and where there are two species, their relative polarities. We have found finite
solitons at the acoustic speed, and associated phenomena discussed above, in a range of
physically very different three-component systems:
1. Two subsonic species having the same sign.
We have considered ion acoustic (IA) solitons in plasmas with double Boltzmann elec-
trons, and cold ions [13]. This study has been extended to IA solitons in a plasma with
double kappa electrons, and adiabatic ions [17].
2. Two subsonic species having opposite signs.
We have studied dust acoustic (DA) solitons in a plasma with Boltzmann electrons and
hotter ‘Cairns’ nonthermal ions, together with adiabatic negative dust [10]. We have also
considered DA solitons in a model with subsonic electrons and ions both having a Cairns
nonthermal distribution, and cold negative dust [12].
Finally, we have very recently found the same behaviour in modified IA solitons ob-
served in an electron-positron-ion plasma in which the electrons are Cairns-distributed,
the positrons Boltzmann-distributed, and the ions cold [17]. We note that the Cairns dis-
tribution [8] was introduced as a model to simulate observed nonthermal distributions in
space, and importantly, was shown to support solitons of either polarity.
3. Two supersonic species having opposite signs.
Finite dust ion acoustic solitons at M =Ms were found in a plasma with adiabatic ions
and cold negative dust, together with kappa electrons [11]. As a special case, k =¥, this
study included Boltzmann electrons.
But interestingly, if one switched to positive dust, and thus considered two supersonic
species having the same sign, it was found that y 000(0;Ms) > 0 throughout the range of
f : there was no coexistence region, and there were no finite solitons at M =Ms [11].
Thus having two supersonic species of the same sign does not in general support these
newly-reported structures. We cannot yet say whether they can exist for such plasmas at
all.
4. In addition to the above three-component plasma studies, we have very recently
also found the same phenomenon for the original two-component Cairns model, but
assuming cold ions [18]. In this case the only plasma parameter which can yield a critical
value is the nonthermal parameter b , which thus leads to a critical bc in place of the fc
considered above [18]. We point out that in Ref. [8] this nonthermal distribution was
shown to support a coexistence region. However, the presence of finite solitons at the
acoustic speed, the associated triple roots of the pseudopotential, and the ‘nonKdV’
nature of one of the two polarities were first discussed in Ref. [18].
A DETAILED EXAMPLE
As an example we shall discuss IA solitary structures in a plasma with cold ions and two
Boltzmann electron components, which is discussed in more detail in Ref. [13]. This
is a well-known model, having been studied earlier by numerous authors, for example,
in chronological order, Refs. [19, 20, 6, 7]. The normalized Sagdeev potential can be
written as [13]
y(f ;M) =
f
ac
[1  exp(acf)]+ 1  fah [1  exp(ahf)]
+M2[1  (1 2f=M2)1=2]: (6)
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FIGURE 4. Left Panel: Variation of the critical density fraction, fc, with t , along the curve,
y 000(0;Ms)= 0. Inside the curve,y 000(0;Ms)< 0, and one has negative KdV-like solitons, while outside the
curve, y 000(0;Ms) > 0 and KdV-like solitons are positive. Right Panel: Existence domain of ion acoustic
solitons for t = 0:2 > tc1. Positive potential solitons exist for all f from 0 to 1, and are bounded by the
ion density compression limit. Figures reprinted from Ref. [13] with permission.
Here the temperature ratio is t = Tc=Th, the cool electron density fraction is f =Nc0=Ni0,
one may define an effective temperature Teff = Tc=( f + [1  f ]t), the normalized po-
tential is expressed w.r.t. KBTeff=e, and the Mach number M is relative to the true ion
acoustic speed Cs = (KBTeff=mi)1=2, that is, M =Ms is equivalent to M = 1. The critical
value of the composition parameter, fc, may be found from
y 000(0;Ms) = 3  f + t
2(1  f )
(t [1  f ]+ f )2 = 0: (7)
The form of this expression underlines the fact that, as noted earlier, the ‘critical value’
is not just a point, but is in general multi-dimensional. In this case, it is a curve in
the two-dimensional space of t and f . For fixed t , two critical values fc1;2 exist if
t  tc1 ' 0:10102. At t = tc1, roots fc1 and fc2 coalesce into a single root fc ' 0:092.
All figures that follow are taken from Ref. [13], although captions have been edited.
We first show the critical curve in the [t; f ] plane in the left panel of Fig. 4 [13]. This
figure is not new: Ref. [19] reported one of the fc when investigating rarefactive shocks
in laser plasmas, and a figure equivalent to Fig. 4 was found by Ref. [6], using a different
approach, viz., through consideration of what they call regions of anomalous and normal
propagation. We draw attention to the fact that inside the critical curve, y 000(0;Ms)< 0,
and one has negative KdV-like solitons, while outside the curve (and thus for all t > tc1),
y 000(0;Ms)> 0, and KdV-like solitons are positive.
The right panel shows the existence domain of positive solitons for t > tc1 [13].
It stretches over the full range of electron densities from f = 0 to 1, and for a Mach
number M ranging from 1 to an f -dependent upper limit that arises from the density
compression limit of the ions, M =M`i. For such a value of t , no negative solitons are
found, nor double layers of either polarity. This result is well-known [6, 7].
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FIGURE 5. Left Panel: Existence domain of solitons and double layers for t = 0:09< tc1. The upper
continuous curve is the ion compression limit, that is lower than in Fig. 4 (right panel). The lower
left dashed curve represents positive DLs; the negative structure limit is the lower right dotted curve.
The ‘coexistence region’ lies between fc1 and fn. Right Panel: Soliton amplitudes at the acoustic speed
M = Ms = 1, covering the range of f for the coexistence region. Here fc1 ' 0:041, fc2 ' 0:161 and
fn ' 0:225. Both KdV-like and nonKdV-like solitons switch sign at fc2, while the KdV-like solitons also
switch sign at fc1. Note the large amplitude DL at M =Ms for f = fn. Figures reprinted from Ref. [13]
with permission.
We next turn to t = 0:09< tc1. From Fig. 4 (left panel) we see that there are now two
distinct critical f values, fc1 and fc2. This case is illustrated in Fig. 5, from Ref. [13].
As expected, both solitons and double layers (DLs) have a lower limit of M = 1. In the
left panel of Fig. 5, the upper continuous curve again shows the upper limit of positive
solitons, due to ion compression, at M`i. We note, however, that it is lower than was the
case for t > tc1 in Fig. 4 (right). The lower right (dotted) curve is an upper limit for
negative solitons associated with the forming of negative DLs, at a Mach number that
we shall callMdl . In this range of f , negative solitons will occur for 1<M <Mdl .
The negative solitons and DLs occur in the range fc1 < f < fn, both the upper limit fn
and the lower limit being values of f for whichMdl = 1, i.e., a DL occurs at the acoustic
speed, and no negative solitons can be found for those values of f . On the other hand,
positive solitons are possible from f = 0 up to an upper limit fp which is greater than
fn. Thus over the range [ fc1; fn], solitons of both polarities are supported, i.e., this range
is a region of parameter space in which the two polarities can occur - loosely called a
‘coexistence region’. So the lower critical value fc1 lies at the edge of the coexistence
region. It separates the dotted curve Mdl for negative DLs from the lower left dashed
curve, that represents positive DLs. On the other hand, it is seen that the other critical
value of f , fc2, lies squarely within the coexistence range, and we shall show below that
it plays a different role in the existence domain.
The right panel of Fig. 5 provides interesting information on the amplitudes of solitons
and DLs at the acoustic speed M =Ms = 1 in a region of f that covers the coexistence
range [ fc1; fn]. The dotted sections show the amplitude at the acoustic speed of those
structures that are associated with positive solitons at Ms (for f < fc2) or (above fc2)
for slightly increased values of M, M > Ms. On the other hand, the continuous curves
are the equivalent negative structures. It is seen that for fc1 < f < fc2, negative solitons
have zero amplitude at the acoustic speed, and are thus KdV-like, while positive solitons
have finite amplitude forM =Ms, and are nonKdV-like. For fc2 < f < fn the situation is
reversed, with positive solitons being KdV-like, and negative solitons being finite at the
acoustic speed. Thus fc2 is seen to separate these two subregions within the coexistence
region.
If we consider the value f0 = 0, we see that the KdV-like structures that satisfy this
requirement at M = Ms change sign at the upper critical point, f = fc2. The same
obviously applies to the curved nonKdV-like sections. Hence another view on the
role of fc2 is to say that the KdV-like and nonKdV-like structures change sign at the
critical point, as was commented on in an earlier section. Finally, a third description of
this observation is that as one increases f , the positive solitons switch from being of
non-KdV form to being KdV-like, while the negative solitons switch from KdV-like to
nonKdV-like at fc2. We have pointed out earlier that at f = fn, there are no negative
solitons, but there is a DL with M =Mdl = 1. From this figure one can see that this DL
at fn has a very large amplitude that is of order 1 in normalized form.
Finally, we need to comment briefly on an aspect of the left panel of Fig. 5 that
is important, even though it is not immediately relevant to Sagdeev triple roots. We
point out that there appears to be a contradiction, viz., there are two curves that should
normally represent upper limits for the positive solitons. On the one hand, the ion density
limitM`i is an obvious upper limit, as it relates to the limit of the range inM having finite
real ion density. On the other hand, it has commonly been observed, for instance in [7]
and elsewhere, that DLs (plotted as the lower left dashed curve) represent a limit on
a sequence of solitons. So the question arises, what occurs for Mach numbers lying
between these two apparent ‘upper limits’?
The question is discussed in detail in Ref. [13]. In brief, the oft-quoted DL-limit
[7] applies to Sagdeev potentials of relatively straightforward shape, as in [7], but if
the pseudopotential has sufficient structure to yield enough local maxima and minima,
it need not represent an upper limit for M. Instead, as M=Ms is increased the soliton
amplitude increases continuously with M (as is well-known from other studies, e.g.,
[21, 11]), but at M =Mdl the curve shows a discontinuous jump to a higher amplitude
value, before the soliton range is eventually cut off at M =M`i, the ion density limit.
CONCLUSIONS
Using the arbitrary amplitude, Sagdeev potential approach, we have studied conditions
for the existence of solitary waves and double layers, and some of their characteristics,
in a number of physically very different three-component plasmas. In all cases studied
we have found some common threads:
(i) Contrary to common beliefs, finite solitons and double layers may be found at the
true acoustic speed for the plasma configuration, M = Ms, defined by y 00(0;Ms) = 0.
We term these structures nonKdV-like, as they do not satisfy the KdV and mKdV
requirements of vanishing at the acoustic speed.
(ii) The origin (f = 0) is then a triple root of the Sagdeev (pseudo)potential.
(iii) Hence the usual Sagdeev soliton existence condition y 00(0;M) < 0 is more
generally y 00(0;M) 0.
(iv) KdV-like solitons have the same sign as y 000(0;Ms), while, in a coexistence region
of parameter space, in which solitons of both polarities are supported, nonKdV-like
structures have the opposite sign.
(v) At a critical plasma composition, given by y 000(0;Ms) = 0, the KdV-like and, if they
exist, nonKdV-like solitons switch polarity. Put differently, solitons of a given polarity
switch between KdV-like and nonKdV-line form there.
(vi) We have been able to prove analytically that if y(0;Ms)000 6= 0, and in addition a
nonKdV-like soliton exists at M = Ms, then for M > Ms but close to Ms, a KdV-like
solitary structure will also exist, and thus both polarities are supported.
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